Federal Registrar John smith,

As a private citizen who has been working for literally DECADES to keep my investments free from the filthy lucre of the fossil fuels industry & other ecocide-for-economic-gain gangsters, I loudly call on you to do the same for workers’ and retirees’ savings. Trust me, today there are far more safe and sustainable ways to invest American workers' savings that promote healthy returns, a healthy economy, and a healthy society and planet than when I started my search for socially responsible investments back in the 1980s.

You deny and obstruct such investments to the detriment of America, our planet and your own children's future on what is currently a doomed world -- all because the Fools for Fossil Fuels and other polluting industries have been given carte blanche for so god-damned long!

The D.O.L. must ensure that the updated rules fully reverse the despicable Trump-era
rules by eliminating all prohibitions and burdens that discourage OUR retirement plans from requiring considerations of workplace safety, climate impacts, racial equity and other conditions that affect the long-term sustainability of the business.

Everything Trump touches dies -- so quadruple-down on doing the exact opposite and that should be about right for hard-working Americans who deserve SOOOO much better than the piratical cash grabs by corrupt congress members on behalf of their corporate cronies -- and at the expense of their own constituents.

Beth JONES, expat in Austria